Objectives and Achievements

1. **Unit Description** (3000 ca.) [Descrever a forma como o Laboratório/Unidade está organiz-o e como é feita a sua gestão interna]

CHAM is an interuniversity research unit located in the Faculty of Social and Human Sciences (FCSH), in Lisbon, also affiliated with the University of Azores. Although its headquarters are in Lisbon, the researchers of Azores form an autonomous group exclusively for administrative purposes and their coordinator is a supplementary member of the Board.

The Secretariat and the Library (collection of 4633 works) are located within the FCSH campus. The services of the CHAM Secretariat – accounting, administration, dissemination of activities, and project management were performed by four full-time staff. CHAM’s Board is composed of 7 members, including the Director, who is elected by the General Assembly and then chooses the other 6 members of the Board. As an inter-university Centre, CHAM also has an additional member, the coordinator of Azores group, who is elected according to the 17th Article of CHAM’s statutes. Scientific activities are approved and supervised by the Scientific Commission, which includes PhD members and PhD collaborators.

On 31/12, CHAM comprised 166 researchers, including 64 PhD integrated members, 18 PhD associated members, 11 PhD correspondent members and 17PhD students, belonging to different universities. The 64 PhD integrated members have the following affiliations (FCSH – 11; FCSH/FCT Science Program 2007 and 2008 – 6; University of Azores – 13; Other Universities – 16 and Post-Doctoral fellowships –19), and 19 are foreigners from United States of America, Brazil, Spain, France, Italy, United Kingdom and Germany.

Activities are structured according to 7 different thematic approaches, each with a scientific coordinator. Each member is affiliated with one research group, but many of them often cooperate with other groups, given the multidisciplinary nature of CHAM’s main research theme. In 2010 the productivity of the Research Groups translates into: 13 (publications in peer review journals); 27 (books, authored or edited); 104 (book chapters); 35 (catalogue entries); 24 (lectures); 24 (on-line publications); 20 (articles appearing in national journals); 16 (articles appearing in journals); 159 (particpations in meetings in Portugal); 120 (participations in meetings abroad); 73 (ongoing research projects, financed by several institutions); 33 (PhD theses under preparation); 10 (MA thesis under preparation); 8 (organization of international meetings); 13 (organization of national meetings); and 2 exhibitions in Portugal.

CHAM has members from many universities, and so it has regular activities outside of Lisbon, especially in the Azores, Lagos and Tomar, and expects shortly to develop similar and regular activities in Madeira, Minho, and Covilhã. CHAM also has regular publishing activity (three journals – *Anais de História de Além-Mar, Bulletin of Portuguese and Japanese Studies and Res Antiquitatis, Journal of Ancient History*) and an intense networking activity with national and international institutions.

2. **General Objectives** (3000 ca.) [Apresentar os objectivos gerais relativos ao Laboratório/Unidade como um todo]

CHAM develops research related to the Portuguese presence around the world with a special focus on the period between the origins of the overseas expansion and the independence of Brazil (1822), with a perspective that is, as far as possible, interdisciplinary and incorporating comparative history, paying particular attention to the history of the regions with which the Portuguese maintained contacts.

Recently, CHAM has begun to enlarge its scope to include the history of the 19th century, owing to the need to analyze the evolution of the Ancient Régime in relation to modern colonial systems.

CHAM promotes individual research and offers support to the Master and Doctoral degree programs in the History of the Discoveries and the Portuguese Expansion, in the History Department of FCSH. CHAM provides assistance to national and international researchers at MA and PhD levels, as well as to post-doctoral fellows, to develop their projects and share their results. Usually students in post-graduate courses on the Portuguese Discoveries at FCSH are CHAM members, and they receive institutional and financial support for their individual research activities. Commonly, they are recruited for research work
and integrated into research teams, which enables them to develop their research and participate in conferences abroad.

CHAM hosts several research projects, and develops national and international scientific networks organized around these research initiatives, usually in cooperation with other national and international institutions.

CHAM regularly organizes conferences in Portugal and/or abroad, within national and international academic communities, as well as other kinds of institutions, in order to share the results of its work with both academic and non-academic audiences.

CHAM also has a significant editorial program, including two book collections, two scientific journals, and a new journal launched in 2010 entitled, *Res Antiquitatis, Journal of Ancient History*. This is the most recent editorial project of the Centre for Overseas History, and aims to create a space for reflection and debate on Antiquity. The study and investigation of several Near Eastern sites and monuments from Pre- to Classic Antiquity have provided the main impetus for this project.

CHAM promotes outreach activities, within the scope of its research area. Open courses, conference cycles, and seminars are the most common activities, but one of its main goals has also been developing several on-line research tools for academic researchers and young students, as well as promoting various non-academic activities, such as specific training sessions for high-school teachers and photographic exhibitions.

These activities contribute to the development of Portuguese historiography, and the promotion of the research area of the Discoveries and Portuguese Expansion, as well as improving knowledge of Portuguese History, in general.

3. **Main Achievements during the year of 2010** (3000 ca.) [Apresentar os principais objectivos atingidos durante o ano a que respeita o Relatório, tendo por base as principais linhas de investigação em destaque]

1) Support for academic activities – 3 PhD and 2 MA theses concluded in 2010.
2) Increasing capacity to attract post-doctoral researchers; 19 scholarship holders (14 foreigners) in 2010, and 4 to start in 2011.
3) Development of 2 new research projects (FCT) in which CHAM is the institution in charge; and 1 in which CHAM is a partner.
4) Intensification of international connections.
5) Co-organization of 8 international conferences abroad: “XIII International Seminar of Indo-Portuguese History” (Aix-en-Provence); “Colloque en hommage à Bernard Vincent” (Paris); “La fiscalidad discontinua: fronteras y percepcion de tributes en los imperios ibéricos (siglos XVI-XVIII)” (Seville); “17th International Medieval Congress – Travel and exploration” (Leeds); “Las independencias en España, Portugal, Brasil e Hispanoamérica” (Equador); “10th International Conference on Urban History” (Ghent); “250 years of diplomatic rupture between Rome and Portugal” (Salvador da Bahia); “The Portuguese Discoveries and the Mitteleuropa” (Hungary) (CHAM members: 4).

Along with 13 colloquia in Portugal, some international: “Protection and use of family archives” (Lisbon); “Faial and the Periphery in Azores (15th to 20th centuries)” (Azores); “Religious Orders and Congregations in Portugal” (Lisbon); “The background of the Mission of China during Matteo Ricci’s time” (Lisbon); “Dyes in History and Archaeology (DHA 29)” (Lisbon); “6th Symposium on Luso-Maroccan History” (Lagos); “The Inheritance of the Infante” (Lagos); “10. Österreichisch-Portugiesisches Sommerkolleg” (Colares, Sintra with Universität Wien), and organized the “Advanced Study Program on the History of the Portuguese Discoveries and Expansion” (Lisbon); workshops on “History of the Iberian Empires” (Lisbon), “All His Worldly

7) Regular publication of 3 academic journals, for more information about indexation, see http://www.cham.fcsh.unl.pt/pages/eng/publicacoes_eng.htm.

8) Capacity to get financial support for research and editorial projects from different funding programs, such as FCT, Regional Government of Azores, as well as different public and private institutions.

Activities

1. **Integrative/multidisciplinary activities during the year of 2010** (3000 ca.) [Apresentar as actividades realizadas nas quais ocorreu interdisciplinaridade entre as diversas sub-áreas científicas que decorreram durante o ano a que respeita o Relatório]

CHAM researchers conduct research in a wide range of fields related to the History of the Portuguese Expansion: War and Military Organization, Trade, Missions and Ecclesiastical Organization, Administration, Exploration and Mapping, Imperial Strategies and Discourses, Correspondence and Communication, Local History, Social Organization and Elites, Interaction between European and Overseas Peoples, Chronicles and Navigation. Interaction with the fields of Biology, Geography, Art, Architecture, and especially Archaeology is also emphasized. CHAM has PhD and MA students working in all of these areas, and new partnership was developed at the postgraduate level on the “History of Latin America, Indigenous Worlds” with Universidad Pablo de Olavide (Seville). The project “EVE - Virtual Encyclopedia of Portuguese Expansion”, launched in April 2008, is an excellent example of CHAM’s interdisciplinary nature. This dynamic, multidisciplinary, multimedia research tool includes c. 1150 concepts; 82 articles were added this year. Research projects with public funding, also reflect CHAM’s multidisciplinary character: 1)”All His Wordly Possessions, The Estate of the 5th Duke of Bragança, D. Teodósio I” (FCT) involves 23 historians from diverse fields and collaboration with Fundação da Casa de Bragança; 2) “Territory and Frontier in the Middle Euphrates in the Middle Assyrian Period (XIII century BC)” (FCT) is jointly run with Universidade da Coruña, and its goal is to study a region of Syria, a section of the Middle Euphrates Valley; 3) “An Iberian ship for the Atlantic: shipbuilding, life aboard, and Angra as port of call in 16th and 17th centuries” (FCT) involves underwater archaeology, and collaboration with ICETA-UPorto to identify ship timber species; 4) “Portugal and South Morocco: Contacts and Clashes” (FCT) has an archaeological and architectural emphasis, and signed a Portugal-Morocco cooperation agreement (Direction du Patrimoine Culturel); 5) CHAM’s partnership with the Administração dos Portos do Triângulo, Grupo Ocidental, SA, and Somague Editor – Engenharia, SA, was renewed for the 2nd phase of the “Heritage Component of the Environmental Impact Study of the Construction of Horta Marine”; 6) CHAM also started “CASA – Carta Arqueológica Subaquática dos Açores” to prepare a management proposal for the maritime area with the Interministerial Commission for Sea Affairs (CIAM) and National Order of the Maritime Area (POEM); 7) an underwater archeology agreement was also signed with the Câmara Municipal de Cascais; 8) cooperation was established with DRCLVT to study and display archaeological; 9) research on military orders was promoted through an agreement with GEsOS (Gabinete de Estudos sobre a Ordem de Santiago); 11) finally, in the context of the 150th anniversary of the “Treaty of Peace, Friendship and Trade between Portugal and Japan”, CHAM created a thematic blog in collaboration with the newspaper Expresso [http://aeiou.expresso.pt/ventonasvelas].

2. **Outreach activities during the year of 2010** (3000 ca.) [Apresentar as actividades científicas com alcance exterior ao Laboratório/Unidade a nível da sociedade, das escolas e do público em geral, realizadas durante o ano a que respeita o Relatório]

During 2010, CHAM was involved in the commemorations of Prince Henry’s death (1394-1460), organized by the Direcção Regional de Cultura do Algarve. It continued work on the exhibition on the prince’s life in the Ermida da Nossa Senhora de Guadalupe (to be inaugurated in April 2011), as well as on academic contents for the outdoor structures, and the future museum in the Sagres Fortress, within the program “Intervention, Requalification and Valuation of the Promatory at Sagres”.


In June 2010, Nuno Senos joined the Steering Committee of PALATIUM, a Research Networking Programme financed by the European Science Foundation (ESF), which aims to bring together scholars across Europe to promote trans-disciplinary and trans-national research on “Court Residences as Places of Exchange in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (1400-1700)”. PALATIUM will stimulate exchanges on this subject in various meetings, workshops, conferences, and a summer school.

Other outreach activities in 2010 included:

The annual CHAM Lecture Series on the History of the Discoveries and the Portuguese Expansion took place at the FCSH (2 sessions); Facultad de Letras y Ciencias Humanas de la Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú (Lima) (1 session); and the Azores (1 session). One CHAM lecture was also held at the Instituto Portoghese di Sant’ Antonio (Rome), continuing this series, begun in 2009.

The regular meeting on “Art and Empire”, a forum for Portuguese and foreign researchers to discuss diverse themes related to artistic production in the context of the Expansion. Sessions take place at FCSH or a museum/art gallery, and each is led by an invited researcher who introduces the topic, with active audience participation; 5 sessions took place, including 1 foreign guest (Luciano Migliaccio, Universidade de São Paulo).

The 5th series of conferences on “The Ibero-American Atlantic Ocean (16th-18th centuries)” also took place. Thematically diverse, these lectures share a common emphasis on the importance of the Atlantic space as a subject of research. Each conference is led by an invited researcher; 9 conferences were held.

Two new lecture cycles were begun on “Ocean of Histories: New routes in Atlantic History” (6 sessions) and “Permanent Seminar on Macau Studies” (2 sessions).

A new program of CHAM Conferences at the Complutense University (Madrid) was also inaugurated, with a lecture at the Geography and History Department. This was part of an institutional agreement between CHAM and the Complutense to encourage circulation of researchers and scientific cooperation.

### Funding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Units FCT [Apresentar o total do financiamento relativo ao Programa Plurianual]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>150,750.00</td>
<td>160,875.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>311,625.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects FCT [Apresentar o total do financiamento recebido directamente pelos projectos financiados pela FCT, a funcionar no âmbito do Laboratório/Unidade]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>102,000.00</td>
<td>115,255.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>217,255.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (National) [Apresentar o total dos financiamentos recebidos de fontes nacionais que não provenham da FCT]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>50,250.00</td>
<td>111,911.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>162,161.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (International) [Apresentar o total dos financiamentos recebidos de outras fontes internacionais]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9,000.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Industry [Apresentar o total dos financiamentos directamente provenientes da industria nacional]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Industry [Apresentar a soma dos financiamentos directamente provenientes da industria internacional]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>312,000.00</td>
<td>388,041.85</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>700,041.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### General Indicators

#### Composition and Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Researchers Hired (Ciência Programme) [Apresentar o número total de doutorados contratados no âmbito do Programa Ciência durante o ano a que respeita o Relatório]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Researchers integrated with PhD [Apresentar o número total de membros da equipa doutorados integrados]</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>57.00</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training PhDs (PhD thesis completed) [Apresentar o número total de teses de doutoramento concluídas, com a]</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*) Number of eligible integrated researchers holding a doctoral degree.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Researchers Hired

Nome  Start Date  End Date  Other Institution
Não foram adicionados investigadores

Technical Personnel Hired

Nome  Start Date  End Date  Other Institution
Não foram adicionados investigadores

Additional Comments

1. Additional Comments [Apresentar comentários adicionais relativos à secção “General Indicators”]

During 2009 CHAM grew from 57 FTE to 64. This growth is the result of a significant attraction of researchers who have chosen CHAM as the hosting institution for their post-doctoral research.

Research Groups

Reference  Group Title
RG-LVT-442-1136  The Arts and the Portuguese Colonial Experience
RG-LVT-442-1138  Elites and the Portuguese Empire
RG-LVT-442-1139  The Portuguese and the Islamic World
RG-LVT-442-1140  Religion and the Portuguese Expansion
RG-LVT-442-1141  Overseas Economies and Trade Networks
RG-LVT-442-1146  Cultural Exchanges and Globalization
RG-LVT-442-1231  Political and Social Frameworks of the Portuguese Empire
Research Group Title: (RG-LVT-442-1136) - The Arts and the Portuguese Colonial Experience

Principal Investigator: Nuno de Carvalho Conde Senos

Research Area: History

Home Institution: Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas

Funding, source, dates (1000 ca.) [Apresentar os financiamentos alocados especificamente ao Grupo em questão e as respectivas fontes]

Objectives and Achievements

1. Objectives (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os objectivos específicos do Grupo]
   This research group is devoted to the study of the fine arts and architectural production that resulted from the contacts established by the Portuguese with different visual cultures in any non-European context in the early modern age. To raise awareness to our research area within the national and international academic communities and beyond, and to have the results of the research work made public it will be promoted participation and organization of colloquia and symposia in Portugal and abroad; organization of inclass and on-line courses; the participation in and organization of specific training sessions for high-school teachers; promotion of informal discussion groups gathering specialists in the field and open to all; publication of books and articles in Portugal and abroad; the creation of several on-line, research tools such as art and architecture databases, specialized primary sources and bibliography databases (free-access), and specialized on-line courses (in English); and organization of exhibitions. Several colloquia and symposia in preparation will not only contribute to the development of the field and of its increasing visibility but also allow us to consolidate our relationship with non-academic institutions such as Fundação Casa de Bragança (FCB), Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga (MNAA), Museu Nacional do Azulejo (MNAz), and the Instituto de Habitação e Reabilitação Urbana (IHRU).
   We are also especially dedicated to in creating, developing and maintaining connections with foreign scholars and institutions in order to insert our area of research into and contribute to international debate. We collaborate in international research networks (such as Palatium or ECAF), we present our work in symposia and meetings in various parts of the world (from the US to India and Brazil), and we collaborate in the organization of exhibitions abroad (in the US and Switzerland, for instance).

2. Main Achievements (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os principais objectivos atingidos relativamente ao Grupo]

Books (authored or edited): 1
Chapters in books: 17
Catalogue entries: 35
Lectures: 12
On-line publications: 2
Articles in international journals: 3
Articles in national journals: 2
Participation on scientific meetings in Portugal: 35 (12 CHAM members)
Participation on scientific meetings abroad: 21 (10 CHAM members)
Editorial boards: 4 CHAM members
Consulting and other editorial works: 3 CHAM members
Research projects (on-going): 11
PhD under preparation: 6
MA under preparation: 2
Post-Doctoral projects (on-going): 1
- Giuseppina Raggi: “As dinâmicas da maravilha: identidade e transformação da quadratura na pintura monumental do século XVIII em Portugal e no Brasil”

In 2010 this group consolidated its position as the most dynamic group of researchers working on this topic in Portugal. It attracted more students and researchers at various levels, developed (or participated in) several collective research projects and fostered various individual ones (all of which are relevant to its area), and presented its results in many academic meetings, exhibitions and associated catalogues, and in many publications (articles and book chapters) in Portugal and beyond.

Our collaboration with colleagues from conservation institutes and departments has been one of the most innovative and fruitful lines of work we have pursued in 2010. These collaborations were organized around two main events. The first was an exhibition on namban art, prepared in 2010 and which opened in 2011 at the Museu do Oriente. Collaborative work was conducted on the only namban bed known in the world, revealed for the first time in this exhibition. The second project involved collaboration with FCT/UNL in which we contributed art historical research on Asian textiles and our colleagues provided technical data on their component materials, using the most advanced techniques available. Several of their students also came to us for academic advising. In 2010 this collaboration resulted in the co-organization of the 29th international meeting on “Dyes in History and Archaeology” at the Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon. We also organized an exhibition at MNAA that ran parallel to the symposium. A catalogue was published and a series of talks were organized around the event.

We have maintained and expanded our collaboration with various institutions beyond the university as well. We have provided consultation for an urban renewal project in Lisbon, and have launched a collaborative project with IHRU which resulted in the creation of records in their database (SIPA, which is available online for free) regarding buildings from the former Portuguese overseas territories.

We have also worked very actively in the maintenance and expansion of our international networks. We have worked on a partnership with the Ecole Française d’Extreme Orient which has resulted in a joint research project that was submitted for funding in 2011. We have maintained our collaboration with the European Consortium for Asian Field Studies, and we represent Portugal in Palatium (financed by the ESF, 08-RPN-073). The first international meeting of the European Architectural Historians Network took place in Guimarães; it was chaired by one of us and sponsored by CHAM.

The project “All his worldly possessions” (PTDC/HAH/71027/2008) has functioned as the main catalyst for our research group as almost all of us are involved in it. This has been a very intense year for this project. We have completed the integral transcription of the manuscript we are studying (1300 pages), produced a spreadsheet that includes all the 6000-plus entries in the inventory, distributed all these materials to the thirty scholars involved, organized five workshops, including a public presentation of the project and two group meetings (one of which took place in Vila Viçosa), and produced a monthly newsletter used to circulate information on the evolution of the project.
Group Productivity

Other international publications (6000.)

Chapters in books:


Articles in international journals:


On-line publications:


Other national publications (6000.)
Books (authored or edited):


Chapters in books:


- PAIS, Alexandre. “En los vasos de Lisboa, Que hoy llevan por todo el orbe. Resistência e identidade. A produção cerâmica de Lisboa no século XVII sob o domínio filipino” in Matrizes de Investigação em Artes Decorativas (Direcção Gonçalo de Vasconcelos e Sousa), Porto: CITAR (Centro de Investigação em Ciência e Tecnologia das Artes da Universidade Católica Portuguesa), 2010, pp. 67-86.


Catalogues and encyclopaedia entries:


Articles in journals:


On-line publications:


**Organization of conferences (2000. ) 🎉

Conferences:

(Annual - 2010, Lisbon) - Meetings on Art and Empire [see website http://www.cham.fcsh.unl.pt/pages/eng/actividades_arteimperio_eng.htm].

(17-20 June, Guimarães) - 1st International Meeting EAHN – European Architectural History Network [see website http://www.eahn2010.org].


(1-3 June, Ponta Delgada|Azores) - The mirror of cultural poverty: images, stiles and voices in the arts and the ideas [see program: http://www.cham.fcsh.unl.pt/files/activities/2010_programa_espelhoculturalpobreza.pdf].
(17 September, Vila Viçosa) - Workshop | All his Wordly Possessions, The Estate of the 5th Duke of Bragança, D. Teodósio I. Archive of the Ducal Palace of Vila Viçosa

(11-12 November, Lisbon) - Dyes in History and Archaeology, 29 [see website: http://www.cham.fcsh.unl.pt/dyeshistoryarchaeology.html].

(15 November, Lisbon) - Workshop “D. Teodósio Library”

Exhibitions:


Internationalization (2000. Collaborative publication, Research, Graduate Training Networks or other forms of participation of the Research Group at the international level)

Participation in 20 international meetings abroad (9 CHAM members):

- Spain (Santander) - International Conference La Arquitectura Tardogótica Castellana entre Europa y América, 10-12 February.
- Italy (Rome) - CHAM Conferences at Rome (Istituto Italiano di Santo Antonio), 25 February.
- Brazil (São Paulo) - Lectures at the University of Campinas, 13 March.
- France (Paris) - Symposium Un chantier de mémoire: construire l’histoire des femmes de Goa, 29 March.
- United Kingdom (Warwick) - British Association of South Asian Studies Annual Conference 2010, 29-31 March.
- USA (Indiana) - Lecture and Seminar Series (University of Notre Dame), March.
- USA (Ohio) - Lecture at Oberlin College, April.
- Brazil (Curitiba) – “Gênero e Internacionalismo: Congressos Científicos, Congressos Feministas na primeira metade do século XX”, 5-9 April.
- Brazil (São Paulo) - Lecture at the University of São Paulo, 27 April.
- India (Simla) - History and Memory, 17-21 May.
- Finland (University of Turku) - Cultural Histories: Close Readings, Critical Syntheses, International Society for Cultural History, 26-30 May.
- Italy (Rome) - Lectures at the Università Tre di Roma, 3 June.
- Belgium (Ghent) - Xth International Conference on Urban History: City and Society in European History, 1-4 September.
- Brazil (Salvador da Bahia) - 250 years of the diplomatic rupture between Portugal and Rome: religion and politics in the Portuguese world (16th-19th centuries), 8-10 September.
- USA (Boston) - Urban Identity and the Atlantic Public Sphere Conference, 1-2 October.
- Hungary (Budapest) - International Colloquium "The Portuguese Discoveries and the Mitleuropa", 18-19 October.
- Italy (Milan) - Dies Academicus in Classe Asiatica, Accademia Ambrosiana, 22-23 October.
- USA (New York) - Lecture at the New York University, November.
- USA (New York) - Seminar in Cultural History, November.

Participation on editorial boards (1 CHAM member):

- USA (University of North Carolina) - Journal of Islamic Architecture.
Research Group Title: (RG-LVT-442-1138) - Elites and the Portuguese Empire
Principal Investigator: José Manuel Damião Soares Rodrigues

Research Area: History

Home Institution: Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas

Funding, source, dates (1000 ca.) [Apresentar os financiamentos alocados especificamente ao Grupo em questão e as respectivas fontes]

FCT Units – € 5.000,00
FCT Projects – €

Objectives and Achievements

1. Objectives (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os objectivos específicos do Grupo]

The research group is using the know-how acquired over previous years to focus on a socio-historical comparative approach and on empirical studies that will help to provide a collective profile of the several types and ranks of nobility and to study other types of elites. Therefore, there is a strong emphasis on inter-societal comparisons in the context of the Portuguese social framework in order to compare the flow and careers of historical actors and similar elite groups. The primary goals of this research group are as follows:

a) To promote academic research work within national and international scientific networks, especially with Brazilian (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Universidade Estadual do Rio de Janeiro, Universidade de São Paulo, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais) and Spanish Universities (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, Universidad de Córdoba, Universidad Pablo de Olavide).

b) To support national and international researchers at MA and PhD levels, post-doctoral fellows and faculty to develop their projects and share their results.

c) To promote, organise and participate in several scientific and academic events in Portugal and abroad, in association with other research units.

d) To provide support for CHAM members and other researchers to present papers in national and international meetings, and to prepare papers for publication in peer-reviewed journals; to develop contacts between Portuguese scholars and those of other countries; to attract and support the increasing number of national and international students and scholars who seek us; to continue to attract Portuguese researchers who have studied abroad and wish to return to Portugal.

e) To publish studies (books, book chapters, articles) concerning the study of the several different types of elites that staged the Portuguese empire.

2. Main Achievements (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os principais objectivos atingidos relativamente ao Grupo]

Books (authored or edited): 4
Chapters in books: 3
Scientific translations: 2
Lectures: 2
Publications in peer review journals (national and international): 1
On-line publications: 5
Articles in international journals: 2
Participation on scientific meetings in Portugal: 21 (9 CHAM members)
Participation on scientific meetings abroad: 16 (5 CHAM members)
Editorial boards: 5
Research projects (on-going): 13
PhD under preparation: 5
Post-Doctoral projects (on-going): 4
- Elsa Penalva: “Prosopografia das elites e redes sociais na criação e sustentação de Macau (c.1582-c.1660)”.
- João de Figueroa-Rego: “As Juntas e Estancos de Tabaco na Península Ibérica: uma aproximação sociológica e política (séculos XVII-XIX).”
- Roberta Stumpf: “Mercês e venalidade: a aquisição de ofícios e honras na América portuguesa 1706-1808”
- Santiago Martínez Hernández: “Cristóvão de Moura, 1.º Marquês de Castelo Rodrigo, e a nobreza portuguesa na Corte dos Filipes, 1554-1613. A arte da privança e a retórica do poder”.

In 2010 the main objective of this research group was to reinforce the social and geographical scope of the research done so far, and internationalization of the team. Regarding the first goal, given the main features of the research group and its strong emphasis on inter-societal comparisons, it continued its interaction with other research groups and projects within and outside of CHAM. In Portugal, important cooperation occurred with CIDEHUS-UÉvora and ICS-ULisbon, while in Spain we collaborated with the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and Universidad Pablo de Olavide (Seville).
Several workshops, seminars and conferences took place involving national and foreign historians, to discuss the results of empirical studies and theoretical frameworks of ongoing research. These events brought together both senior and new researchers from several I&D units, to present on-going research that articulates several dimensions in the analysis of elite groups (political, social, economic, and cultural).
Several members of the research group participated in the lecture series, *The Portuguese empire in the Ancien Régime: structural features and the role of lower nobility. Lectures and Debates*, in the context of the project “Lower nobility and ‘local nobility’ in the making of the empire: the Atlantic archipelagoes”, funded by FCT.
Also noteworthy was CHAM’s contribution to the organization of the 5th annual cycle of lectures, *O Atlântico Ibero-Americano (sécs. XVI-XVIII): Perspectivas historiográficas recentes*, a joint project of CHAM, CIDEHUS and ICS.
Project Manager José Damião Rodrigues participated in the international seminar on the project *Plutarco XXI. Biographies (individual and collective) and processes (social, political, economic and cultural) 1650-1750* (Professor José Manuel de Bernardo Ares) in Cordoba, which aimed to promote debate and exchange of ideas on research being done on elites in Europe. This resulted in the creation of a new international research project with special focus on political and social processes regarding European elites; José Damião Rodrigues is a member [URL: http://biografias1650-1750.org/pt/].
Four post-doctoral research projects are being developed (financed by FCT): Elsa Penalva, João de Figueirôa-Rego, Roberta Stumpf, and Santiago Martínez Hernández. The scope of these projects both in terms of time and space will contribute to improving debate on vocabulary and sociology of elites and knowledge on social and power networks in places as different as Macao, Brazil, or the Castilian court.
The publication of several books, books chapters and articles in foreign publishers and journals, as well as the participation in Editorial Boards and scientific meetings abroad, signal the internationalization of members of this research group.
The publication of books by members of the research group (Alexandra Pelúcia, Roberta Stumpf and Virgínia Valadares) in Portugal and Brazil are also important milestones for our research on elites.
Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals


Other international publications

Books (authored or edited):

Chapters in books:

Articles in journals:

On-line publications:

Other national publications

Books (authored or edited):

Chapters in books:


On-line publications:

Organization of conferences (2000. )

(February - 2010 - Lisbon) - Protection and Use of Family Archives [see program: http://www.cham.fcsh.unl.pt/files/activities/2010_programa_arquivosdefamilia.pdf].


(November - 2010 - Lisbon) - Conferences and Discussion | The Portuguese Empire in the Ancient Regime: structural characteristics and the role of the lower nobility [see program: http://www.cham.fcsh.unl.pt/files/activities/2010_programa_imperioportuguesantigoregime.pdf].


Internationalization (2000. Collaborative publication, Research, Graduate Training Networks or other forms of participation of the Research Group at the international level)

Participation on 14 international meetings abroad (5 CHAM members):
- India (Thalassery) - International Seminar on European Maritime Activities in Peninsular India, 1500-1800, 18-20 January.
- Spain (Seville) - Lecture under the Programa de Máster Universitario y Doctorado en Historia de América Latina, Mundos Indígenas, of the Universidad Pablo de Olavide, 25 February.
- Spain (Cordoba) - Seminario Interuniversitario e Internacional Plutarco XXI. Biografías (individuales y colectivas) y procesos (sociales, políticos, económicos y culturales), 1650-1750, 19-20 March.
- Canada (Ottawa) - 41st Meeting of the Association for Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies, 15-18 April.
- Cape Verde (Santiago) - International Conference Cidade Velha e a Cultura Afro-Mundo: O Futuro do Passado II, 31 May-2 June.
- Spain (Granada) - XI reunión científica de la Fundación Española de Historia Moderna, 9-11 June.
- United Kingdom (Leeds) - International Medieval Congress, 12-15 July.
- Ecuador (Quito) - CHAM Conferences, 21 July.
- Ecuador (Quito) - Colloquium Historia Comparativa Las Independencias en España, Portugal, Brasil e Hispanoamérica, 19-22 July.
- Colombia (Bogotá) - Symposium Discursos Políticos de los Científicos Criollos en la Independencia Americana, 27 July.
- Brazil (Recife) - 3º Encontro Internacional de História Colonial: Cultura, Poderes e Sociabilidades no Mundo Atlântico (séculos XV-XVIII), 4-7 September.
- Brazil (São Paulo) - Lecture to the Graduation Class of the Departement of History of the University of São Paulo, 16 September.
- USA (Rhode Island) - Diálogos sobre a história dos Açores, 10-11 November.

Participation on editorial boards (1 CHAM member):
- Spain (University of Toledo) - European Expansion and Indigenous Response, Brill Edictor (ISSN: 1873-8974).
- Brazil (Amazonia) - Revista de Estudos Amazônicos (ISSN: 1518-4765).
**Research Group Title:** (RG-LVT-442-1139) - The Portuguese and the Islamic World

**Principal Investigator:** Rui Manuel Taveira de Sousa Loureiro

**Research Area:** History

**Home Institution:** Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas

Funding, source, dates (1000 ca.) [Apresentar os financiamentos alocados especificamente ao Grupo em questão e as respectivas fontes]

**Objectives and Achievements**

1. **Objectives (4000 ca.)** [Apresentar os objectivos específicos do Grupo]

This research group exploits a scientific area that has never been studied before by CHAM researchers, but reflects the vast interest in this field in recent times. It also responds to the integration of new researchers devoted to Islamic Studies from different interdisciplinary perspectives: History, Archaeology, History of Art and Anthropology. The scope and range of this research line is mainly connected with the political, economic, social and cultural relationship between the Portuguese and the Islamic worlds. It looks at the impact of contacts established by the Portuguese in North Africa and the Middle East during the 16th-18th centuries, as well as the effects and influences of these regions on Portuguese knowledge and experience of otherness. This experience of otherness was decisive to the way the Portuguese related to the Islamic World, and the images and perceptions regarding it. The major goals of this research group are as follows:

a) To promote academic research work within national and international scientific networks.

b) To support national and international researchers at MA and PhD levels, post-doctoral fellows and faculty in developing their projects and sharing their results.

c) To promote, organise and participate in several scientific and academic events in Portugal and abroad, in association with other research units.

d) To provide support for CHAM members and other researchers to present papers in national and international meetings, and to prepare papers for publication in peer-reviewed journals; to develop contacts between Portuguese scholars and those of other countries; to continue to attract and support the increasing number of national and international students and scholars who seek us; to continue to attract Portuguese researchers who have studied abroad and wish to return to Portugal.

2. **Main Achievements (4000 ca.)** [Apresentar os principais objectivos atingidos relativamente ao Grupo]

Books (authored or edited): 2

Chapters in books: 13

Publications in peer review journals (national and international): 2

Articles in national journals: 1

Articles in international journals: 1

Participation on scientific meetings in Portugal: 13 (5 CHAM members)

Participation on scientific meetings abroad: 6 (3 CHAM members)
Research projects (on-going): 9
PhD under preparation: 3

More recently, the input of new researchers at CHAM has been responsible for the enlargement of the time-frame and geographic-frame of the projects and activities of the research group: members of CHAM are now dealing with pre-Islamic periods and research topics in later Islamicized areas, and also with the Islamic period of Portuguese ‘metropolitan’ history.

Bearing in mind the main objectives of the research group as outlined above:
a) Members of the group are participating in academic research work within national and international scientific networks. On the national level, the research group has been organized mainly around two specific research projects, both sponsored by FCT: on the one hand, the project «Portugal and South Morocco: Contacts and Clashes, 15th-18th centuries»; on the other hand, the project «Relations of Portugal with Persia during the Iberian Union (1580-1640)». Both research projects gather a large group of CHAM researchers, who have been active, research-wise, either within this group, individually, or collaborating in other groups of research, internally or externally. Also, members of the group have regularly published books, chapters in books and articles in scholarly journals, as documented elsewhere in this report.
b) Members of the research group are or have been involved in the completion of academic degrees, namely André Dias Teixeira (PhD degree completed in June 2010) and Vasco Resende (PhD degree completed in January 2011).
c) Members of the group have promoted, organized and participated in several scientific and academic events in Portugal and abroad, in association with other research units. The group organized the «VI Colóquio de História Luso-Marroquina» (6th Portuguese – Moroccan History Workshop), which took place in Lagos, under the sponsorship of the Câmara Municipal de Lagos and the Instituto Superior Manuel Teixeira Gomes, in December 2010. Other participations in scientific events, in Portugal and abroad, are registered elsewhere in this report.
d) Members of the group have regularly been present in national and international scientific meetings, presenting papers on their research themes. The list of contributions to national and international reunions is documented elsewhere in this report.
e) Members of the group have been participating in research activities and events organized in other countries, namely in Spain, France, United Kingdom, Morocco and Turkey, developing contacts with the academic communities of these countries. In the meantime, two archeological missions took place in Morocco, in collaboration with the Direction Régionale de la Culture da la Région Doukkala-Abda, to study the ancient Portuguese cities of Azamor (Azmour), Mazagão (El Jadida) and Safim (Safi), and also the fortress of Aguz.

Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals (6000. )


**Other international publications (6000. )**

 Chapters in books:


**Other national publications (6000. )**

 Books (authored or edited):


 Chapters in books:


- GOMES, Rosa Varela, “Aves no prato e...não só! A ornitofauna recuperada no Sector Sul do Castelo de Silves”, Xelb 10, Silves, Câmara Municipal de Silves, 2010, pp 399-419 (em colaboração com C.M. Pimenta e M.M. Garcia).


Articles in journals:


**Organization of conferences (2000. )**


**Internationalization (2000. Collaborative publication, Research, Graduate Training Networks or other forms of participation of the Research Group at the international level)**

Participation on 6 international meetings abroad (3 CHAM members)

- Síria (Deir ez-Zor) - The International Seminar for Heritage Antiquities in Deir Ezzor, 5-6 June.
- Germany (Leipzig) - Seminário Portugals kulturelle Verortungen in der Gegenwart, 14 June.
- Ireland (Dublin) - International Conference “Europe and India in the Early Modern Period, 3-4 June.
- Spain (Huelva) - Seminar of the Summer Course “De Oriente a Occidente: Los Franciscanos en la evangeliización y representación de un Mundo Nuevo”, July.
- Hungary (Budapest) - International Conference "The Portuguese Discoveries and the Mittleeuropa", 18-19 October.
Research Group Title: (RG-LVT-442-1140) - Religion and the Portuguese Expansion

Principal Investigator: Susana Goulart Costa

Research Area: History

Home Institution: Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas

Funding, source, dates (1000 ca.) [Apresentar os financiamentos alocados especificamente ao Grupo em questão e as respectivas fontes]

Objectives and Achievements

1. Objectives (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os objectivos específicos do Grupo]

This group is devoted to Religious studies. The main scope is the perception of the interaction between Christianity and the religions of the overseas people, as well as the analysis of ecclesiastical organization. This research group is divided in three specific themes:

a) Evangelization: This research area is dedicated to the more traditional studies in this field: the actions of the missionaries and their relationships with the indigenous population, with special attention to the study of local religions, in order to understand the interactions and developments in religious thought that occurred as a result of evangelization.

b) Overseas Dioceses: This thematic approach focuses on systematic analysis of the internal organisation of the dioceses in the Portuguese Empire. This topic is not concerned with Portuguese evangelisation of non-European peoples, but with ecclesiastical structures, and hence cooperation between CHAM and other research and academic institutions is fundamental, such as the Centre for Religious Studies of the Portuguese Catholic University.

c) Religious Orders and the Overseas Expansion: This research sub-group aims to promote study of the deeds of the knights of the Military Orders in the Empire, as well as how the Expansion influenced the history of the Orders in Portugal. The general features of the history of the Military Orders from the 15th century onwards are well known. However, there is no systematic study about Military Orders and the Empire, and CHAM will contribute to enhancing knowledge of these themes, through cooperation with other cultural and academic institutions.

2. Main Achievements (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os principais objectivos atingidos relativamente ao Grupo]

Books (authored or edited): 1

Chapters in books: 10

Publications in peer review journals (national and international): 3

On-line publications: 2

Articles in national journals: 1

Articles in international journals: 1

Participation on scientific meetings in Portugal: 16 (6 CHAM members)

Participation on scientific meetings abroad: 20 (6 CHAM members)

Research projects (on-going): 5

PhD under preparation: 7

Post-Doctoral projects (on-going): 1

- Maria Paula Paes: “Um Governo «Humanista». Pragmatismo Religioso ou Prudência Política no Domínio Holandês da América Portuguesa – século XVII.”
In 2010, the group has developed several studies, most of them published in national and international reviews and as book chapters. The strongest area of the research team’s work is the study of how the Christian agents acted in different manners, and this can be seen in the studies of, for example, João Paulo Oliveira e Costa, Miguel Lourenço, Maria Paula Pais or José Miguel Pinto dos Santos. One of the main concerns of the research team is to share and learn with others researchers. Thus, some members of the group have made the effort to participate in scientific meetings, not only in Portugal, but also abroad, with 20 papers presented in countries such as Brazil, Spain, Italy, France, Luxemburg, England, Canada and United States. In regards to research, the team contributed to five projects in 2010, but we expect to improve this over the next few years. Another achievement has been the supervision of seven Phd theses during this year. Finally, the team has organized one international conference, sharing this task with other institutions, and it is always positive to develop these activities in a collaborative network.

**Group Productivity**

**Publications in peer review Journals** (6000.)


**Other international publications** (6000.)

Books (authored or edited):


Chapters in books:


- LOURENÇO, Miguel, “De São Lázaro às Filipinas: imagens de um arquipélago na cartografia náutica ibérica do século XVI”, Mapas de metade do mundo. A cartografia e a construção territorial dos espaços americanos: séculos XVI a XIX = Mapas de la mitad del mundo. La cartografía y la construcción territorial de los espacios americanos: siglos XVI al XIX. Coordenação de Francisco Roque de Oliveira e Héctor...
Mendoza Vargas, Lisboa e México, D. F., Centro de Estudos Geográficos da Universidade de Lisboa e Instituto de Geografía de la Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 2010, pp. 387-422.

- SANTOS, José Miguel Pinto dos, “Five Types of Reaction of a Neo-Confucian Scholar to Western Cosmology: The Case of Mukai Gensho (1609-1677)”, Empires Éloignés: l'Europe et le Japon XVle-XXe Siècles, Dejanirah Couto and François Lachaud, eds., 2010.

Articles in journals:

Other national publications (6000. )

Chapters in books:


Articles in journals:

On-line publications:
- PAES, Maria Paula, Minas Gerais, Enciclopédia Virtual da Expansão Portuguesa, CHAM – Centro de História de Além Mar, Universidade Nova de Lisboa e Universidade dos Açores. [http://www.fcsh.unl.pt/cham/eve].

- PAES, Maria Paula, Ouro Preto, Enciclopédia Virtual da Expansão Portuguesa, CHAM – Centro de História de Além Mar, Universidade Nova de Lisboa e Universidade dos Açores. [http://www.fcsh.unl.pt/cham/eve].
Organization of conferences (2000. )

(November - 2010 - Lisbon) - International Congress Religious Orders and Congregations in Portugal - Memory, Presence and Diaspora [see program: http://www.congressoordens2010.net/].

Internationalization (2000. Collaborative publication, Research, Graduate Training Networks or other forms of participation of the Research Group at the international level)

Participation on 19 international meetings abroad (6 CHAM members):

- Colombia - Overt and Discreet Violence: Ruptures and Continuities in Latin America and the Caribbean, 5 March.
- Spain (Valência) - Congresso Internacional INTED, March.
- USA (Berkeley) - The Republic of Portugal. Its Tradition, Achievements and Future, 12 March.
- Brazil (São Paulo) - 3.º Simpósio Iberoamericano de História da Cartografia, April.
- Itlay (Perúgia) - XXXII Congresso Internacional de Americanística – Centro Studi Amiracanistici “Circulo Amerindiano” Onlus, 3-10 May.
- Brazil (Rio de Janeiro) - Research Seminar Cátedra de Estudos Sefarditas “Alberto Benveniste”, 20 May.
- Canada (Montreal) - 78º Congresso da ACFAS, May.
- France (Béziers) – International Conference : Ethique et métaéthique dans les professions de l'information et de la communication.
- Spain (Granada) - XI Reunión científica de la Fundación Española de Historia Moderna, 9-11 June.
- United Kingdom (Durham) - The body on Display from Renaissance to Enlightenment, 6-7 July.
- United Kingdom (Leeds) - 17th Medieval International Congress, 12-15 July.
- Spain (Granada) - XIII Congreso Latinoamericano sobre Religion y Etnicidad – “Dialogo, ruptura y mediación en contextos religiosos, 13-16 July.
- USA (Mount Holyoke, Massassuchets) - GEMELA Conference, September.
- Brazil (Recife) - III Encontro Internacional de História Colonial – Cultura, Poderes e sociabilidades no Mundo Atlântico (Séculos XV-XVIII), 4-7 September.
- Canada (Montreal) - Sixteenth Century Society Conference in Montreal, October.
- Hungary (Budapest) - International Colloquium "The Portuguese Discoveries and the Mittleeuropa", 18-19 October.
- USA (East Providence) - Diálogos sobre a História dos Açores, 11 November.
Objectives and Achievements

1. Objectives (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os objectivos específicos do Grupo]

The research group “Overseas Economies and Trade Networks” is a direct result of the admission of new members who study mostly Colonial Economies in articulation with Social History, with particular attention to the economic dynamics of the Portuguese Expansion.

The increasing volume of trade, from the first voyages of the Discoveries in the 15th century to the complex and intense worldwide ocean circuits of the following centuries, as well as the development of new economies, particularly in the Atlantic world are subjects that require new approaches and detailed research. Colonial productions, circulation of merchandise, traders, companies, transportation or competition are some of the most relevant topics to be studied by this CHAM research group. The competitiveness of the export centers, production structures, overseas exportations, colonial productions, merchandise circulation, merchants, traders, companies, transportation, shipping and navigation, ports, ports of call, and commercial centers are some of the most relevant topics studied by this group.

Individual research projects deal with different regions, from the China Sea to the Azores and Andalusia, as well as different periods, from the 15th to 19th century. It is expected that during the following years new researchers will add new topics, and that those who are working now will share their experience in the search for global conclusions.

The major goals of this research group are as follows:

a) To promote academic research work within national and international scientific networks.
b) To support national and international researchers at MA and PhD levels, post-doctoral fellows and faculty in developing their projects and sharing their results.
c) To promote, organize and participate in several scientific and academic events in Portugal and abroad, in association with other research units.
d) To provide support for CHAM members and other researchers to present papers in national and international meetings, and to prepare papers for publication in peer-reviewed journals; to develop contacts between Portuguese scholars and those of other countries; to continue to attract and support the increasing number of national and international students and scholars who seek us; to continue to attract Portuguese researchers who have studied abroad and wish to return to Portugal.

2. Main Achievements (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os principais objectivos atingidos relativamente ao Grupo]

Books (authored or edited): 3
Chapters in books: 10
Lectures: 1
Publications in peer review journals (national and international): 1
On-line publications: 5
Articles in national journals: 2
Participation on scientific meetings in Portugal: 24 (14 CHAM members)
Participation on scientific meetings abroad: 14 (9 CHAM members)
Research projects (on-going): 9
PhD under preparation: 3
MA under preparation: 1
Post-Doctoral projects (on-going): 4
- Antonella Viola: “Um Projecto Luso-italiano da Companhia das Índias – final do século XVII”.
- Jürgen Pohle: “Os mercadores-banqueiros alemães e a Expansão Portuguesa no Reinado de D. Manuel I”

The primary objective of this Research Group was achieved, especially in what concerns developing research on economic and social history, publishing books and book chapters, with a special emphasis on the economic history of the Azores Archipelago.
In what concerns the promotion and organization of events, the Research Group held an International Conference entitled “Portugal in the Confluence of the Overseas Trade Routes” (December 2010). During this two-day meeting several national and international researchers (about 40), discussed important issues to the Research Group: centers of export competitiveness, production structures, overseas exportations, colonial productions, merchandises circulation, merchants, traders, companies, transportation, shipping and navigation, ports, ports of call and commercial centers.

**Group Productivity**

**Publications in peer review Journals (6000.)**


**Other international publications (6000.)**

Chapters in books:


On-line publications:


Other national publications (6000. )

Books:

Chapters in books:


- VIANA, Mário, “Breve nota metrológica sobre pesos apotecários”, in Caderno de fórmulas farmacêuticas de Francisco Maria Supico. Um documento para a história da farmácia nos Açores, Ponta Delgada, Centro de Estudos Gaspar Frutuoso, pp. 57-65.


Articles in journals:
- VIANA, Mário, Caderno de fórmulas farmacêuticas de Francisco Maria Supico. Um documento para a história da farmácia nos Açores, Ponta Delgada, Centro de Estudos Gaspar Frutuoso, pp. 71-198, 2010 (transcription, with the collaboration of João Teles e Cunha).


On-line publications:


Organization of conferences (2000. )


(December - 2010 - Lisbon) - International Conference: Portugal in the Confluence of the Overseas Trade Routes [see program: http://www.cham.fcsh.unl.pt/files/activities/2010_programa_rotasultramarinas.pdf].

Internationalization (2000. Collaborative publication, Research, Graduate Training Networks or other forms of participation of the Research Group at the international level)

Participation on 13 international meetings (9 CHAM members):

- Belgium (Ghent) - European Social Science History Conference, 13-16 April.
- USA (University of Massachusets Darmouth) - Lecture on Graduation in Portuguese Studies.
- Cape Verde (Ribeira Grande de Santiago) - International Symposium: Cidade Velha e a Cultura Afro-Mundo: o futuro do passado, 31 May - 2 June.
- Belgium (Ghent) - 8th European Social Science History Conference.
- Belgium (Ghent) - 10th International Conference on Urban History ‘City and Society in European History’.
- France (Nantes) - International Conference The Impact of the Atlantic worlds on the ‘old worlds’ in Europe and Africa from the 15th to the 19th centuries.
- Netherlands (Groningen) - Workshop ‘Sound Toll Registers Online. First Proof’.
- USA (New York) - International Congress: ‘Negotiating Trade: commercial institutions and cross-cultural exchange in the medieval and Early Modern period’.
- France (Nantes) - Réglementations publiques et risques maritimes.
- Canary Islands (Las Palmas) - Acercamiento de Culturas: Canarias como Encrucijada Atlántica, 3-4 June.
- Spain (Seville) - Colloquium Los Ambitos de la Fiscalidad: fronteras, territorio y percepción de tributos en los impérios ibéricos, siglos XV-XIX, 7-8 June.

- USA (Notre Dame University) - International Conference: From Iberian kingdoms to Atlantic Empires: Spain, Portugal and the New World, 1200-1700, 17-18 September.
Research Group Title: (RG-LVT-442-1146) - Cultural Exchanges and Globalization
Principal Investigator: Angelo Cattaneo

Research Area: History

Home Institution: Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas

Funding, source, dates (1000 ca.) [Apresentar os financiamentos alocados especificamente ao Grupo em questão e as respectivas fontes]

Objectives and Achievements

1. Objectives (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os objectivos específicos do Grupo]

This research group aims to continue the work that was carried out by the previous group named “The Impact of the Discoveries and the Portuguese Expansion on Europe and the World”. The main goal of this research group is to contribute to the perception of Portuguese Expansion as a global dynamic that motivated the phenomenon: “World on the move”, with multidirectional motion of people, goods, plants, animals, techniques, ideas and knowledge. The goals of this research group are as follows:

a) To develop national and international scientific networks organized around research projects.

b) To provide support to national and international researchers at MA and PhD levels, post-doctoral fellows, and faculty in developing their projects and sharing their results.

c) To raise awareness about the research area within the national and international academic communities and beyond, and to make the results of our work public. Therefore this research group will promote, organize, and participate in several colloquia and symposia in Portugal, in association with other research units.

d) To provide support for CHAM members and other researchers to present papers in national and international meetings, and to prepare papers for publication in peer-reviewed journals; to develop contacts between Portuguese scholars and those of other countries; to continue to attract and support the increasing number of national and international students and scholars who seek us; to continue to attract Portuguese researchers who have studied abroad and wish to return to Portugal.

Since 2010, the research group “Cultural Exchanges and Globalization” has been expanding its research activities to include analysis of the global context, dynamics, and complex forms of encounters in which were developed in both the Portuguese and European Expansions, from the fifteenth century. Besides continuing the study of the global impact of Portuguese Expansion, attention is now focuses also on the emerging fields of global history and world history, both important recipients of recent and consistent international historiography. CHAM and this research group, in particular, have the resources and intellectual skills to contribute to these strategically important fields of enquiry, with an emphasis on Portuguese agency, an issue often overlooked by international historiography. Through this new perspective, more attention is now being given to local contexts of interaction outside the Estado da India and the Padroado, in Africa, India, China and Japan, and South America, avoiding the pitfalls previous notions of Westernization and challenging the older idea of Europe’s ‘discovery of the world’, as well as traditional definitions of the role of European cultural brokerage as an agent of innovation and Westernization tout court. This new line of research aims to empower CHAM’s participation in international debates concerning global history and world history, allowing researchers to play a stronger and more effective role in the international historiography.

2. Main Achievements (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os principais objectivos atingidos relativamente ao Grupo]

Books (authored or edited): 5
Chapters in books: 13
By combining the joint efforts of several CHAM researchers, and through collaboration with other Research Groups, the main achievements of the “Cultural Exchanges and Globalization” research group deals with the publication of books, chapters and articles, as well as with the organization of workshops and one Seminar, related to the broad themes of the world circulation of people, knowledge, technology, and material culture from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century.

In order to expand our awareness and knowledge of the international debates related to global history and world history, as well as to improve communication and cooperation among researchers, during the past year a series of three workshops was organized: “Historical Research on a Global Perspective”; “Reflection on ‘Art Space and Mobility” and “Cultural and Artistic Exchange under a Global Perspective” (in cooperation with the research group of CHAM “The Arts and the Portuguese Colonial Experience” and the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz – Max-Planck-Institut); and, finally, “The Background of the Mission of China during Matteo Ricci’s Time: Science, Diplomacy and Local Networks” (in cooperation with the Istituto Italiano di Cultura di Lisbona, the Centro Interuniversitário de História das Ciências e da Tecnologia and the Centro de Estudos Geográficos of the Universidade de Lisboa).

Besides the organization of these Workshops, since September 2010, the research group has been actively involved in the preparation and launch of an Internal Research Seminar (open to all members of the CHAM) that focuses on relevant concepts and case studies related to Global and World History. The monthly meetings are conceived as open presentations and discussions of books, books chapters and articles, which are previously distributed to the participants in digital form. This format was chosen and adopted in order to better clarify the “state of the art” related to contemporary international debates involving crucial concepts fundamental to the Group’s investigations (e.g. “global history”, “world history”, “empires”, “enculturation”, “acculturation”, “identity”, among others). At the same time, this format is meant specifically to help junior members of the Group (MA and Doctoral students) to develop conceptual frameworks for their theses, as well as to improve students’ oral and written presentation skills, in both Portuguese and English. The Seminar was launched in January 2011.
Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals


- CALDEIRA, Arlindo, - “La leyenda de Lodã, o de cómo Rolando, compañero del emperador Carломagno, defendió la isla de Annobón de una terrible invasión”, Oráfrica, Revista de oralidad africana, nº 6, Barcelona, Abril de 2010, pp. 89-114.


- POS, Arie, ‘V.h. Het vertalersparadijs en het Paard van Troje’. In Filter, tijdschrift voor vertalen 17, nr. 1 (March 2010), pp. 65-68.


- POS, Arie, “‘Ee, Geordie lad, where did ye gan?’ Subjectieve vertaalkritiek.’ In Filter, tijdschrift voor vertalen 17, nr. 2 (June 2010), pp. 3-6.

- POS, Arie, ‘Vertaalnachtmerrie’. In Filter, tijdschrift voor vertalen 17, nr. 3 (September 2010), pp. 10-12.

- POS, Arie, ‘Vertalersvoetnoot’. In Filter, tijdschrift voor vertalen 17, nr. 4 (December 2010), pp. 75-79.


Other international publications

Books (authored or edited):

- CATTANEO, Angelo, Fra Mauro’s Mappa mundi and Fifteenth-Century Venice, Turnhout: Brepols: 2010 (433 pp.).

Chapters in books:


Articles in journals:


On-line publications:


Other national publications (6000. )

Books:


- ROQUE DE OLIVEIRA, Francisco e MENDOZA VARGAS, Héctor (coord.), Mapas de metade do mundo. A cartografia e a construção territorial dos espaços americanos: séculos XVI-XIX = Mapas de la mitad del mundo. La cartografía y la construcción territorial de los espacios americanos: siglos XVI al XIX, Centro


Chapters in books:


Articles in journals:


On-line publications:

- FERREIRA, José, Conquista de Ceuta in Enciclopédia Virtual da Expansão. [http://www.fch.fcsh.unl.pt/cham/eve/]

**Ph.D. thesis completed (3000. )**

- Cristina Brito, Os mamíferos marinhos nas viagens marítimas pelo Atlântico entre os séculos XV e XVIII: A evolução da ciência e do conhecimento.

**Organization of conferences (2000. )**


(October - 2010 - Leeds) - Painel organized to the 17th International Medieval Congress – Travel and Exploration [see website: http://fmrsi.wordpress.com/2009/07/29/cfp-imc-leeds-12-15-july-2010/].


(December - 2010 - Lisbon) - International Conference: The background of the Mission of China during Matteo Ricci's time: science, diplomacy and local networks

Internationalization (2000. Collaborative publication, Research, Graduate Training Networks or other forms of participation of the Research Group at the international level)

Participation on 19 international meetings abroad (9 CHAM):
- Italy (Veneza) - The Renaissance Society of America Annual Meeting, 8-10 April.
- Canada (Ottawa) - 41st Annual Meeting Association for Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies, 15-18 April.
- Italy (Perugia) - XXXI Congresso Internacional de Americanística Circolo Amerindiano, 5-11 May.
- India (Simla) - International Conference History and Memory, 17-21 May.
- Brazil (Viçosa) - I Seminário Nacional Práticas Sociais, Narrativas Visuais, Relações de Poder: Visões Contemporâneas, 18-20 May.
- Spain (Salamanca) - I Seminario de discusión sobre temas de investigación en Historia de América, 19 May.
- Spain (Granada) - XI Reunión Científica de la Fundación Española de Historia Moderna, 9-11 June.
- Spain (Madrid) - X Congreso Internacional de Caminera Hispánica, 21-25 June.
- United Kingdom (Leeds) - International Conference 17th International Medieval Congress – Travel and exploration, 11-15 July.
- Mexico (Guadalajara) - XII Encuentro de Género, Feria Internacional del libro, 29 November.
- Bilbao - XV Coloquio Internacional de la AEIHM, Mujeres e Historia: Diálogos entre España y América Latina, 11-13 November.
- Poland (Varsovia) - 200 Lat Niepodleglosci Ameryki Lacinskiej, 19 November.
- United Kingdom (Edimburgo) - International Conference Re-creating Renaissance and Baroque Spectacle: The Hispanic Habsbourg Dynasty in Context, July.
- Brazil (Recife) - 3rd Encontro Internacional de História Colonial. Cultura, Poderes e Sociabilidade no mundo atlântico (séculos XVI-XVIII), 4-7 September.
- Italy (San Miniato) - Workshop Fonti cartografiche tra medioevo ed età moderna, 6-9 September.
- Brazil (Salvador da Bahia) - 250 years of the diplomatic rupture between Portugal and Rome: religion and politics in the portuguese world (16th-19th centuries), 8-10 September.
- Brazil (Campinas) - Lecture presented under the program of Pós-Graduação em História do Instituto de Filosofia e Ciências Humanas da Universidade Estadual de Campinas, 21 September.
- Italy (Milan) - International Conference Geografia e cosmografia dell’altro fra Asia ed Europa. Matteo Ricci in occasione del IV Centenario dalla morte in Pechino, 22-23 October.
- México (Puebla) - II Coloquio Nuevas Perspectivas sobre el Chamanismo, el Curanderismo y la Brujería, 8-10 November.
Research Group Title: (RG-LVT-442-1231) - Political and Social Frameworks of the Portuguese Empire

Principal Investigator: Avelino de Freitas de Meneses

Research Area: History

Home Institution: Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas

Funding, source, dates (1000 ca.) [Apresentar os financiamentos alocados especificamente ao Grupo em questão e as respectivas fontes]

Objectives and Achievements

1. Objectives (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os objectivos específicos do Grupo]

The early-modern period witnessed the development of a series of large-scale political organizations. From the late 15th century on, several West-European rulers undertook the task of creating large political units, and such a task was accomplished through the aggregation of territories located both in Europe and outside the Old World. The majority of those territories were of a very heterogeneous nature, and as a result of that variety, a complex institutional infrastructure had to be developed. The outcome of this process was the Portuguese overseas empire, the Spanish Monarchy, the French Monarchy, the British empire and the Dutch overseas rule. The aim of this research group is therefore to examine the way these large-scale political units were conceived, as well as to study their development throughout the early-modern period. A special attention will be paid to the Portuguese Monarchy and its processes of conquest, integration and/or aggregation of overseas territories throughout the early-modern period, a task that demands the study of the political-institutional framework that was developed in order to make effective the Portuguese rule in territories geographically distant from the political centre. In order to achieve this objective, this research group promotes an in-depth study of the contemporary concepts of political organization – kingdom, republic, monarchy and empire – in order to assess their implications in government and administrative practices, v.g., the aims of such vast organizations, the hierarchy of the several parts of such empires, the variety of statuses, and the ascription of political and civil rights to the inhabitants of each one of the territories. Aiming at providing a more comprehensive understanding of this issue, another dimension of this research is the comparison between the concepts of extensive rule developed by Portugal and the ones that were developed within other European countries. Other topics under analysis are as follows: the several patterns of aggregation of territories; the circulation of people, goods and cultural artefacts as a means of strengthening the ties between the several parts of such large and heterogeneous political units; the overseas political experience and its impact in European political and administrative apparatus. The in-depth study of these topics involves the examination of several case-studies both from European and non-European contexts. In fact, one of the objectives of this research group is to underline that there is a fundamental link between the efforts of the Crown to make its rule more effective in Portugal, and the measures that were taken overseas in order to keep under control the numerous territories that were part of the Portuguese Monarchy.

2. Main Achievements (4000 ca.) [Apresentar os principais objectivos atingidos relativamente ao Grupo]

Books (authored or edited): 10
Chapters in books: 21
Lectures: 4
Publications in peer review journals (national and international): 3
On-line publications: 6
Articles in national journals: 2
Articles in international journals: 3
Participation on scientific meetings in Portugal: 24 (9 CHAM members)
Participation on scientific meetings abroad: 22 (8 CHAM members)
Research projects (on-going): 12
PhD under preparation: 4
Post-Doctoral projects (on-going): 4
- David Martin: “El Portugal de los Braganza entre Austrias y Borbones. Las Relaciones Hispanoportuguesas ante la Crisis Dinástica de la Monarquía de España”.
- Edval de Souza Barros: “Gerindo frustrações: o Conselho Ultramarino e os conflitos de jurisdição no Atlântico e no Índico (1643-1711)”.
- Guida Marques: “Histórias cruzadas: Lisboa, Baía e Goa no século XVII. O Império Português e a União Ibérica através dos seus municípios”.
- José António Martínez Torres: “Os Impérios de Espanha e de Portugal, dos Áustrias aos Braganças. Circulação e Intercâmbios”.

Throughout 2010 this research group continued to develop a substantial amount of activities:
The 5.º Ciclo de Conferências: O Atlântico Ibero-Americano (séculos XVI-XVIII). Perspectivas Historiográficas Recentes (January to December 2010, Lisbon and Évora) gathered in Portugal some of the foremost specialists in Atlantic history, thus giving CHAM’s researchers and doctoral students the opportunity to improve their own approaches.
The workshop on ideologias raciais e práticas racistas. Investigações em curso no âmbito da História e do Direito (24th May 2010, Lisbon), a joint organization between CHAM, Casa de Velázquez and EHESS-Paris, enabled several CHAM’s scholars to discuss their work with some of the foremost specialists on racial discrimination in colonial settings.
The international conference 250 anos da ruptura diplomática entre Portugal e Roma: religião e política no mundo português (séc. XVI-XIX) (8th - 10th September 2010, Universidade Federal da Bahia, Salvador), in which several Spanish, American and French scholars participated, focused on the impact of marquis of Pombal’s reforms in mid-18th century Portuguese overseas territories. The fact that this conference was a joint-organization between CHAM and the Universidade Federal da Bahia (UFBA) is a clear indication of the strong ties between CHAM’s scholarship and the Brazilian academic milieu. As a result of this initiative, an exchange agreement between CHAM and UFBA is due to be signed in mid-2011.
Another indication of the increasingly strong presence of Brazilian topics in CHAM’s research agenda was the Seminário Permanente de História do Brasil, in which some of the best specialists in Brazilian history regularly took part.
During the year 2010 this research group also gave its contribution to the international scholarship on the processes of independence in early 19th century America: the Colóquio Internacional | O Atlântico Revolucionário: Circulação de ideias e de elites no final do Antigo Regime (4th - 6th November 2010, Angra do Heroísmo) and the Colóquio de História Comparativa. Las independências en España, Portugal, Brasil e Hispanoamérica (19th - 22nd July 2010, Universidad Andina Simón Bolívar, Equador). Through these two international venues this research group promoted a more integrated view of the several revolutionary processes in the Atlantic world.
Similarly to what happened in the previous years, and since one of the priorities of CHAM was to internationalize its scientific activity, this research group participated in the organisation of several events outside of Portugal. The international seminar Negociers L’Obeissance. Colloque en hommage à Bernard Vicent (25th - 26th March 2010, Paris) gathered together several specialists in early-modern colonial history. In the international conference Empires du monde atlantique en révolution. Une perspective transnationale (1763-1865) (June 2010, Université de Nantes) participated some of the current foremost specialists in Atlantic History. As for the Österreichisch-Portugiesisches Sommerkolleg (8th - 21st July 2010, Colares - Sintra), this joint organization with the University of Vienna aimed a promoting the study of Portuguese overseas history within the Austrian students.
As a result of all these events, CHAM’s researchers improved their theoretical and methodological tools for comparative approaches within the history of the early-modern Iberian empires. Additionally, there was also a systematic effort to promote transnational approaches, as well as inquiries that regard, in a more integrated way, the European history and the extra-European history. It must be underlined that in most of the scientific activities promoted by this research group there was always an attempt to involve not only senior scholars, but also doctoral students, thus creating a kind of “internal peer-review” system.

Another relevant indication of the intense scientific activity developed within this research group is the substantial number of articles published in scholarly journals, both Portuguese and non-Portuguese. The same can be said about the 17 chapters published in collective books, as well as the six books published by members of this research group during 2010. Additionally, participants of this research group were responsible for several postgraduate courses lectured both in Portuguese and in non-Portuguese universities. Finally, but no less important, throughout 2010 this research group also succeeded in attracting to CHAM several post-doctoral fellows, many of them non-Portuguese.

Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals (6000. )


Other international publications (6000. )

Books:


- MARTÍNEZ TORRES, José António, Esclavos, Imperios, Globalización (1555-1778), Madrid, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 2010; prólogo de Carlos Martínez Shaw.

- MARTÍNEZ TORRES, José António, Peso de todo el Mundo (1622) y Discurso sobre el aumento de esta Monarquía (1625), de sir Anthony Sherley, Madrid, Ediciones Polifemo, 2010.

Chapters in books:


- MARTÍN MARCOS, David, El episcopado castellano ante la ruptura de relaciones entre Felipe V y la Santa Sede, en Adolfo MARTÍNEZ CARRASCO, David MARTÍN MARCOS et alii (eds.), Conflictos y sociedades en la Historia de Castilla y León. Aportaciones de jóvenes historiadores, Valladolid, Universidad de Valladolid, 2010.

- MARTÍNEZ TORRES, José António, “Entre la autonomía y la dependencia. La Monarquía Católica y sus posesiones en Asia, África y América en el contexto de la Unión de las Coronas de España y Portugal”, en Peso de todo el Mundo (1622) y Discurso sobre el aumento de este Monarquía (1625), de sir Anthony Sherley, Madrid, Ediciones Polífemo, 2010.


Articles in journals:


On-line publications:


Other national publications (6000. )

Books:

- VIANA, Mário, História da ilha do Faial (das origens a 1833), Horta, Câmara Municipal da Horta, vol. 2 (“Património cartográfico e artístico”), 200 p. (scientific coordination).

Chapters in books:

- VIANA, Mário, “Sobre as primeiras representações cartográficas dos Açores e do Faial e a sua informação toponímica”, in História da ilha do Faial (das origens a 1833), Horta, Câmara Municipal da Horta, vol. 2 («Património cartográfico e artístico»), 25-35.

Articles in journals:


On-line publications:


Ph.D. thesis completed (3000. )

- André Pinto de Sousa Dias Teixeira, “Baçaim e o seu território (1534-1738): administração, economia e sociedade”.
- Ana Luiza de Castro Pereira, “Unidos pelo sangue, separados pela lei : família e ilegitimidade no Império Português, 1700 – 1799”.

Organization of conferences (2000. )


(May - 2010 - Lisbon) - Jouneys: Racial ideologies and racist practices. Ongoing research in the History and Law

(July - 2010 - Lisbon) - 10. Österreichisch-Portugiesisches Sommerkolleg

(July - 2010 - Ecuador) - Coloquio de historia comparativa: Las independencias en España, Portugal, Brasil e Hispanoamérica

(September - 2010 - Salvador da Bahia) - 250 years of the diplomatic rupture between Portugal and Rome: religion and politics in the portuguese world (16th-19th centuries)

**Internationalization** (2000. Collaborative publication, Research, Graduate Training Networks or other forms of participation of the Research Group at the international level)

Participation on 19 international meetings abroad (8 CHAM members):
- Spain (Seville) - XIII International Seminar on Indo-Portuguese History, 23-27 March.
- Belgium (Ghent) - 8th European Social Science History Conference, 13-16 April.
- Canada (Ottawa) - 41st Annual Meeting da Association for Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies, 15-18 April.
- China (University of Macao) - Lecture entitled "Multinational Corporations in the Nanyang", 5 May.
- Ireland (Dublin) - Europe and India in the Early Modern Period, 3-4 June.
- Germany (Berlin) - International Conference: Parlamentarische Kulturen vom Mittelalter bis in die Moderne, 21-23 July.
- Brazil (Recife) - III Encontro Internacional de História Colonial - Simpósio Temático “A Inquisição em Portugal e no Império Luso – 4 documentação, hereges, agentes, 4-7 September.
- Brazil (Salvador da Bahia) - 250 years of the diplomatic rupture between Portugal and Rome: religion and politics in the portuguese world (16th-19th centuries), 8-10 September.
- USA (Notre Dame University) - From Iberian Kingdoms to Atlantic Empires. Spain, Portugal, and the New World, 1250-1700, 17-18 September.
- USA - Lecture at the University of Massachussetts, 21 September.
- France (Nice) - International Workshop Europe in Asia during the Age of Revolutions, c. 1757 to c. 1858. Overview, Perspectives, Challenges, 22-25 September.
- Spain (Seville) - International Conference: L’indianización en los confines de las Américas, s. XVI-XIX, 28-30 September.
- Hungary (Budapest) - International Conference: The Portuguese Discoveries and the Middleeurope, 18-19 October.
- Spain (Valladolid) - XLI CURSO da CÁTEDRA “FELIPE II”, 18-19 November.